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Abstract: This paper presents an overview of the Hardware Trojans classification methods. A malicious entity can introduce a Hardware Trojan (HT) into a design in order to denial of service, destroy or disable the system. Moreover, it could leak the confidential information and the secret keys before altered them. The Hardware Trojan (HT) threats should be analyzed with maximum importance through the entire lifecycle of the integrated circuit (ICs). A hardware protection against the detected harmful logic should also be implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most actually problem faced up by the design engineers on the integrated circuit (IC) chips is represented the trust and the security of the digital circuits. Globalization in the integrated circuits industry decreases the control of the System on Chip (SoC). Adding of the 3rd party Intellectual Properties (IPs), design tools, outsourcing fabrication, this will lead to a lower cost and meet the time to market targets, (Wang, 2008), (Tehranipoor et al., 2011). Thus, using a 3rd party IP cores known as black boxes, instead of building these blocks from the scratch, it can contain Hardware Trojans (HTs) which could generate potentially malfunction of the SoC normal functionality. The type of the malfunctions can be denial of service attack (DoS) and cause privacy leakage. These Trojans must be detected in the pre-silicon phase, otherwise it can infect millions of ICs through a Trojan affected IP core, (Wang et al., 2008), (Karri et al., 2010), (Karri et al., 2011), (Jin et al., 2009), (Hu et al., 2017), (Palanichamy et al., 2016).

Hardware Trojans (HT) are modifications of the original circuit, inserted by an unintended entity in order to exploit and to gain access to data or software running on chips, (Bhunia et al., 2014), (Kumar et al., 2015), (Jacob et al., 2014). Based of the Intellectual Properties (IP) reasons, the IP core vendors does not offer the RTL source code of the IP core. Thus, the digital IP cores are generally offered in the netlist format which consists of the common digital logic gates and memory elements.

Even if the RTL source code of the IP core is available, it could be not so feasible in case of large IP's cores to manually inspect the source code for the Hardware Trojans.

These vulnerabilities have raised concerns regarding the possible threats to the financial infrastructures, military systems, transportation security etc. (Flottes et al., 2015).

A malicious entity can introduce a Hardware Trojan into a design in order to denial of service, destroy or disable the system. Moreover, it could leak the confidential information and the secret keys before altered them, (Exurville et al., 2015), (Rajendran et al., 2014).

Trojans can be implemented as hardware changes to ASICs, microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSPs), microcontrollers, different kind of processors and logic. They can be also implemented as firmware modifications – FPGA bitstreams, (Kumar et al., 2015).
According with (Karri et al., 2010), (Jacob et al., 2014) an IC fabrication process contains three major steps: designs, fabrications and manufacturing. Thus, also the fabrication and manufacturing steps might be considered untrusted since an attacker can substitute Trojan ICs for genuine ones.

There are two main directions in order to ensure that a chip used by a client is authentic, (Wang et al., 2008), (Bhunia et al., 2014), means that it only respects the full functionalities described by the documentation and nothing more.

The first option is to ensure that the entire fabrication process is securely and trusted.

The second option is to check the trustworthiness of the manufactured chips upon return to the client. This step is known as silicon design authentication.

In general, the hardware based security techniques, (Xie et al., 2016), (Jacob et al., 2014) modify the hardware in order to prevent possible attacks and to protect IP blocks or secret keys. It’s considering that an unintended person-attacker, will alter the design before or during the fabrication.

As specific literature (Tehranipoor al., 2011), (Ursaru et al., 2009), (Hu et al., 2017), (Bhunia et al., 2014), (Alkabani et al., 2008) relates, the 3rd Hardware Trojans (HT) circuits are usually activated during a specific or couple of specific conditions are meet: e.g. sensing a specific design signal which can be as temperatures, power or an output value of a specific logic is activated.

Hardware Trojans (HT) detection is still a new research area, but it has accounted a significant attention in the past decade, (Palanichamy et al., 2016), (Xie et al., 2016), (Jacob et al., 2014).

This paper presents the current state of knowledge on existing detection schemes and design methodologies for improving HT detection methods.

The detailed outline of the paper: Section II, Hardware Trojan design and taxonomy; Section III, Insertion of a Hardware Trojan Horse (HTH); Section IV, Conclusions and Further work.

2. HARDWARE TROJAN DESIGN AND TAXONOMY

The first detailed taxonomy for Hardware Trojans was developed by (Wang et al., 2008), (Tehranipoor et al., 2010).

The taxonomy showed in Fig.1 lets researchers to choose their Trojan detection techniques methods. Because malicious alternations to a chip's structure and function can take many forms, (Wang et al., 2008) the Trojan taxonomy is decomposed into three main categories:

- physical characteristics
- activation characteristics
- action characteristics

According with Fig.1, the physical characteristics show the Hardware Trojans (HT) behaviour. The Type category splits (HT) into functional and parametric classes. The Functional class include trojans that are physically realized through add/remove of logic gates.

![Fig.1. Hardware Trojans taxonomy (sources: (Tehranipoor et al., 2010), (Wang et al., 2008))](image)

The activation characteristics represent the mode when the HT becomes active and are able to produce destructive function effects. It can be externally activated (e.g. by a sensor) and internally activated, upon a condition is meet.

The “Always on” means that the HT is always active and can corrupt the chip's behaviour at any moment in time.

Action characteristics identify the types of destructive behaviour introduced by the HT. The modify function class refers to HT that can change the chip's behaviour by adding logic, removing or bypassing the logic.

3. INSERTION OF AN HARDWARE TROJAN HORSE (HTH)

According with Fig. 2, (Tehranipoor et al., 2010), Hardware Trojan Horse (HTH) insertions can be classified into four categories:

- internal trigger
- external trigger
- HTH storage
- HTH driver

Fig. 2. Hardware Trojan Horse (HTH) components
(source: (Tehranipoor et al., 2010))

Trigger can be associated with an external/internal event or a predefined value of a bus/signal.

After the trigger is activated, the action to be taken can be stored in a sequential circuit or in a memory.

The actions implementation of the trigger is executed by the driver.

Fig. 2 presents an overview of the Hardware Trojan Horse insertions into an Integrated Circuit (IC) using a presynthesis manipulation of the circuit's structure.

This kind of approach represents the issue of trust in IP cores designed by a 3rd party vendor(s).

Fig. 3 presents an overview of the design process.

Fig. 3. HTH can be inserted during design process
(source: (Tehranipoor et al., 2010))

The finite state machine (FSM) can represent the computation model of the circuit.

By altering the FSM as embedding new states, a Hardware Trojan Horse can be inserted in the circuit.

The modified FSM should have a trigger as an input and driver which is hidden into the FSM structure.

In this way, the HTH is un-removable from the original design behavior.

The HTH embedding model provides a low-level mechanism for bypassing higher-level authentication models.

There are cases when a HTH can pass a functional test through bypassing the state-of-art detection methodologies.

In combinational logic systems, by adding malicious logic, the output signal value can be altered when (HT) triggering condition is fulfilled.

In the paper (King et al., 2008), considering the several attacks, it designed and implemented the Illinois Malicious Processor with a modified CPU. Thus a malware firmware was executed using stealthy execution. The attack was evaluated using a VHDL code of a Sparc V8 processor that includes a MMU (Memory Management Unit).

The additional timing overhead compared with the original version is approx. 12%, while in the logic is about 1%, (King et al., 2008).

Three potential attacks were implemented as:

- privilege escalation attack
- a log-in backdoor in shadow mode
- a password stealing service which is sending to the attacker

In conclusion, (King et al., 2008) affirms that the hardware is practical and could support various attacks, while it is not so easy to detect.

Another method consists by insertion of the malicious circuit into the design using the mechanism for actively IC controlling, for example the IP core.

For example, altering the finite state's machine that cannot be reverse-engineered, it could be used to embed (HT) circuits by handling mechanism in order to remotely controlling, activating and disabling the hardware Trojan (HT).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The Hardware Trojan (HT) issue has become a more and more sensitive security concern for a design service nowadays, thus the detection of them becomes a very challenging problem.

Based on the diversity of the Hardware Trojans types, one unique method cannot be reliable for all of them, thus why a 100% detectability seems to be impossible.

HT is designed to avoid detection since they run in stealth mode. There are widen methods regarding the triggering modes which avoid the IC's testing procedures (e.g. different combinations of the primary inputs).
One of the used methods that help HT detection is based on logic testing where the goal is to remove low controllable signals in order to prevent the creation of a stealthy condition, (Tehranipoor et al., 2011), (Flottes et al., 2015). This kind of method will be detailed on a future research paper.

The methods of how to insert a Hardware Trojan in a digital circuit and how it can be detected by a targeted attack will be discussed on a future research paper.
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